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Abstract—Background. In the recent years, there
has been a movement to strengthen evidence-based
methods in cyber security under the flag of “science
of security.” It is therefore an opportune time to take
stock of the state-of-play of the field.
Aim. We evaluated the state-of-play of evidence-based
methods in cyber security user studies.
Method. We conducted a systematic literature review
study [1] of cyber security user studies from relevant
venues in the years 2006–2016. We established a
qualitative coding of the included sample papers with
an a priori codebook of 9 indicators of reporting
completeness [2]. We further extracted effect sizes for
papers with parametric tests on differences between
means for a quantitative analysis of effect size distri-
bution and post-hoc power.
Results. We observed that only 21% of studies repli-
cated existing methods while 78% provided the doc-
umentation to enable future replication. With respect
to internal validity, we found that only 24% provided
operationalization of research questions and hypothe-
ses. We observed that reporting did largely not adhere
to APA guidelines as relevant reporting standard [3]:
only 6% provided comprehensive reporting of results
that would support meta-analysis. We, further, no-
ticed a considerable reliance on p-value significance,
where only 1% of the studies provided effect size
estimates [4]. Of the tests selected for quantitative
analysis, 80% reported a trivial to small effect, while
only 28% had post-hoc power (1 − β ≥ 80%). Only
16% were still statistically significant after Bonfer-
roni correction for the multiple-comparisons made.
Conclusions. This study offers a first evidence-based
reflection on the state-of-play in the field and indicates
areas that could help advancing the field’s research
methodology.

Index Terms—cyber security, user study, systematic
literature review, SLR, evidence-based methods

I. INTRODUCTION

The Encyclopaedia Britannica defines science as

a “system of knowledge that is concerned with the

physical world and its phenomena and that entails

unbiased observations and systematic experimenta-

tion.” The scientific method includes principles such

as falsification of hypotheses or reproducibility as

well as statistical tools to decide between hypothe-

ses.

A recent movement sought to strengthen

evidence-based methods in cyber security under the

flag of “science of security.” We believe it is an

opportune time to take stock of the state-of-play

observed in the field.

As an inter-disciplinary research domain, cyber

security benefits from inputs from a number of

sciences. There have been a number of proposals

on how to improve the quality of evidence-based

research in security and privacy, from making ex-

periments dependable [5], over guidance of how to

conduct experiments in security and privacy [6], [7],

avoiding pitfalls when writing about security and

privacy security experiments [8], to introductions

to evidence-based methodology [7].

While those guides offer evidence for reflection

in the field, we perceive that they are either founded

on hallmarks of scientific research or anecdotal

evidence of problems observed by program commit-

tees. We find that a systematic evaluation of “how

the field is actually doing” has never been attempted

at scale.



The aim of this study is to fill this research

gap with a systematic literature review of cyber

security user studies in the same timeframe that

most of said guides were published (2006–2016).

We pursue a qualitative coding of reporting com-

pleteness based on an a priori codebook of 9

completeness indicators [2]. Our research questions

and the corresponding codebook cover (i) up-

and downstream replication, (ii) internal validity of

the studies, incl. explicit formulation of research

questions and hypotheses, (iii) adherence to APA

reporting standards, (iv) reporting of effect sizes,

(v) overall soundness of the results. The codes

operate to a large extend syntactically on whether

certain pieces of information are present or absent.

With respect to the quantitative soundness of the

results we extract a sub-sample with parametric

tests of differences between means to evaluate effect

sizes and post-hoc power.

a) Contributions: In the remaining of this pa-

per, we present a first systematic literature review of

the state of field for human factors of cyber security

that does not only account for quality criteria such

as study validity or indicators of reproducibility, but

also give a quantitative measurement of the impact

of the corresponding studies.

b) Outline: In the rest of the paper, we provide

the research aim and a detailed methodology for

both the qualitative part involving a review pro-

cess for Completeness Indicators and the quanti-

tative meta-analysis. We then provide our findings

followed by a discussion and conclusion. In the

Appendix, we provide the list of 146 papers that

were part of the systematic literature review. We

opt to not provide a related work section since the

rest of the paper grounds research decisions in a

comprehensive foundation.

II. AIM

We aim to gather and summarize evidence con-

cerning the state-of-play of user studies in cyber

security through a systematic literature review.

a) Research Questions.: We define research

questions seeking to evaluate whether the study un-

der evaluation addressed the hallmarks for scientific

research. In particular, we asked

RQ1 Did the experiment repeat or reproduce ex-

isting studies/methods? Was the experiment

sufficiently reported to enable reproducibility?

RQ2 To what extent were the described studies

internally valid?

RQ3 How many of the eligible papers reported

results from experiments correctly according

to APA guidance?

RQ4 To what extent were effect sizes and power

estimates provided? How many of the studies

had appropriate power?

RQ5 How many of the results reported agree with

an independent recalculation of test statistics

and effect sizes?

III. METHOD

A systematic review aims to synthesize existing

research in a manner that is fair. At the same

time, a well defined methodology makes it less

likely that the results synthesis of the literature

are biased. When consistent results are observed

across studies, the systematic review provides an

indication whether a phenomenon is robust, and a

meta-analysis enables detection of real effects that

individual studies can miss out on. We designed a

survey following systematic literature review guide-

lines proposed by Kitchenham [1].

The systematic review consists of three main

parts: a search process that identifies primary stud-

ies addressing the research questions, a data extrac-

tion process that extracts the data items needed to

answer the questions and a data analysis process

that synthesizes the data.

A. Procedure

A systematic literature review follows a prede-

fined search strategy, a review protocol, that spec-

ifies the methodology to undertake to conduct the

systematic review. (a) First we start with research

questions that the review is intended to answer.

(b) We then define a strategy that aims to detect

relevant literature. (c) We set study selection criteria

which determine which study are included in or

excluded from the review. (d) We then specify

the information to be obtained from each study,

including a set of quality assessment checks (Com-

pleteness Indicators) to assess individual studies.



(e) We decide how the information required from

each study is obtained in a data extraction strategy.

(f) And lastly we synthesize the extracted data.

B. Search Query

Since one aim of the systematic review is to find

as many primary studies relating to the research

question as possible using an unbiased search strat-

egy, the rigor and completeness of the search query

is vital. We setup a search strategy that include

papers from 10 years (2006–2016) with a source

list from:

• journals, such as IEEE Transactions on De-

pendable & Secure Computing (TDSC), ACM

Transactions on Information and System Secu-

rity (TISSEC),

• flagship security conferences, such as IEEE

S&P, ACM CCS, ESORICS, and PETS or

• specialized venues, such as LASER, SOUPS,

USEC and WEIS.

We define our search query on Google Scholar.

Each query extracts articles mentioning ”user
study” and at least one of the words ”experiment”,

”evidence” or ”evidence based”. We run the query

for each of the 10 publication venues. In the ad-

vanced search option of Google Scholar, we set

each of the following fields:

• with all words = user study
• at least one of the words = experiment evidence

”evidence based”
• where my words occur = anywhere in the

article
• return articles published in = [publication

venue]

• return articles dated between = 2006 — 2016
Consequently, we extracted 1157 articles spread

across the 10 venues as shown in Figure 1 and

Table I.

C. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

From the search query results, we focus the sys-

tematic review on human factors studies including

a human sample. Of the pool of 1157 articles,

papers fulfilling the following Inclusion Criteria
were included:

• Studies including a user study with human

participants.

Table I: # Articles extracted by publication venue

Venue N

Learning from Authoritative Security Experiments Results (LASER) 07
Workshop on the Economic of Information Security (WEIS) 09
Usable Security (USEC) 12
ACM Transactions on Information and System Security (TISSEC) 76
Symposium on Usable Privacy & Security (SOUPS) in full 168
Symposium on Usable Privacy & Security (SOUPS) acronym 91
Privacy Enhancing Technologies Symposium (PETS) 99
IEEE Symposium on Security & Privacy (IEEE S&P) 121
IEEE Transactions on Dependable & Secure Computing (TDSC) 161
USENIX Security 197
ACM Conference on Computer and Communications Security (CCS) 216
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Figure 1: Spread of articles across publication

venues.

• Studies concerned with evidence-based meth-

ods or eligible for hypothesis testing and sta-

tistical inference.

• Studies that lend themselves to quantitative

evaluation, quoting statements of statistical

significance, p-values or effect sizes.

• Studies with true experiments, quasi-

experiments or observational analysis.

Of the papers included, the ones matching these

Exclusion Criteria were excluded:

• Papers that were not subject to research peer-

review, key note statements, posters and work-

shop proposals.

• Position papers or informal arguments.

• Papers not including a study with human par-

ticipants,

• Theoretical papers.

• Studies with qualitative methodology.

After filtering the articles via the inclusion and

exclusion, we end up with a total of 146 articles,

that we provide in the Appendix. Of these, we later



find that 112 of the articles were eligible for full

Completeness Indicator evaluation while 19 were

eligible for meta-analysis. Figure 2 summarizes the

process. The 34 articles not eligible for Complete-

ness Indicator evaluation included those without a

user study involving human participants, without p-

value statistics or with sequential equation modeling

or support vector machine for machine learning

rather than Null Hypothesis Significance Testing

(NHST) or effect size/confidence interval estima-

tion.

Figure 2: Search query & refinements on sample.

D. Completeness Indicators.
A systematic review is conducted, in which a set

of nine Completeness Indicators (CIs) is coded. We

focus on Completeness Indicators derived from the

5 research questions defined in Section II-0a. In

figure 3 we show how the 9 CIs pertain to the 5
research questions.

We opted for research questions and CIs founded

on the hallmarks for empirical research and sta-

tistical inference, that are easily observable in the

article reviewed. We left out research criteria such

as external validity, noting the trade-off between

internal and external validity, that is that not all

experiments can be internally and externally valid

at the same time. Furthermore, it depends whether

the purpose of a particular study seeks high internal

or high external validity, where typically one kind

of validity is sacrificed for another [5].
As data extraction strategy, we code the papers

across the completeness indicators (CIs) in NVivo,

Figure 3: The CIs derived from the research ques-

tions.

extracting properties defined in the sub-criteria for

each CI described below.

In short, the CIs are:

CI1 Was the study replicating existing studies or

methods?

CI2 Was there correct reporting of manipulation

apparatus, measurement apparatus, detailed

procedure, sample size, demographics, sam-

pling and recruitment method, contributing to-

wards reproducibility?

CI3 Was there an explicit and operational specifica-

tion of the RQs, null and alternative hypothe-

ses, IVs, DVs, subject assignment method and

manipulation checks?

CI4 Was there a discussion on the limitations,

possible confounders, biases and assumptions

made?

CI5 Was the result reported in the APA style?

CI6 Did the result statement include test statistic

and p-value?

CI7 Were significance level α and test statis-

tics properties and assumptions appropriately

stated (e.g., “two-tailed”)?

CI8 Were the appropriate the effect sizes and con-

fidence intervals (CI) reported?

CI9 Was the significance and hypothesis testing de-

cision interpreted correctly and put in context

of effect size and sample size/power?



E. CI1: Was the study replicating existing studies
or methods?

Research claims gain credence when the support-

ing evidence can be replicated [9]. Replicability is

an important practice for Open Science who notes

the alarming discovery that a number of widely

known and accepted research findings cannot be

replicated [4]. Subsequently Cumming & Calin-

Jageman [4] point out that rarely, if ever can a single

finding give definitive answer to a research question,

making replication important for confidence in the

finding.

In the recent years, the security community, in-

cluding SOUPS, has been encouraging replication

of existing studies. In security literature, Maxion [5]

postulates that repeatability, reproducibility and va-

lidity are the main criteria differentiating a well de-

signed experiment from those that are not. In other

sciences such as psychology, a replication crisis has

already been observed. A large scale replication

endeavor by the Open Science Foundation [9] of

N = 100 studies across 3 psychology journals

found that only 47% of the original effect sizes were

in the 95% confidence interval of the replication

effect size.

While Coopamootoo & Groß [7] distinguish be-

tween repeatability and reproducibility as two con-

ceptual frames for research replication, we extend

the conceptualization to (a) upstream replication
where previous studies or validated methods are

replicated, versus (b) downstream replication where

the study is sufficiently reported and is thereby re-

producible by other researchers or research groups.

In the SLR, we code for upstream replication, that

is whether the reviewed study built on solid and

validated foundations, replicating existing studies

de-facto or replicate previously validated manip-

ulation and measurement apparatus, or developed

adaptations. Table II shows our coding for partial

or complete fulfillment of this CI and for failure,

where the impact of CI1 is the assurance that the

study was designed from solid foundations.

Table II: Criteria for CI1. Yes = Present, No =

Absent.

Sub-criteria Success Partial Fail

Replicated existing methods as is Yes No
Adapted existing methods Yes No

F. CI2: Was there correct reporting of manipulation
apparatus, measurement apparatus, detailed pro-
cedure, sample size, demographics, sampling and
recruitment method, contributing towards repro-
ducibility?

We evaluate whether the article gave sufficient re-

ports of the study to enable downstream replication,

that is whether (another researcher) could possibly

reproduce the study given the detailed study report.

Table III shows our coding for partial or complete

fulfillment of this CI and for failure. The impact of

CI2 is that it enables downstream replication and

reuse of methods.

Table III: Criteria for CI2. Yes = Present, No =

Absent.

Sub-criteria Success Partial Partial Fail

Measurement and manipulation apparatus Yes No No
Detailed Procedure Yes No
Sample Size Yes
Demographics Yes No
Sampling and Recruitment Yes

G. CI3: Was there an explicit and operational
specification of the RQs, null and alternative hy-
potheses, IVs, DVs, subject assignment method and
manipulation checks?

While validity refers to whether the experiment

is actually measuring what was intended [10],

internal validity refers to the truth that can be

ascribed to cause-effect relationships between in-

dependent variables (IV) and dependent variables

(DV) [11], where the IV is a variable that is

induced/manipulated and the DV is the variable

that is observed/measured [12]. In the SLR, we

coded research questions and hypotheses that pro-

vide the foundations for null hypothesis significance

testing (NHST) [13], such as as guided in [7].

Operationalization enables systematic and explicit

clarification of the predictors, IVs, and hence the



cause and manipulation, while the target variable or

DVs clarifies the effect, hence the measurements.

Subject assignment points to whether and how

participants were randomly assigned and balanced

across experimental conditions hence avoiding a

bias and other possible explanations for between-

subject designs. For within-subject studies, random

assignment to manipulation sequences counters or-

der effects. Manipulation check refers to verification

that the manipulation has actually taken effect,

hence lowering possible doubts that the observed ef-

fect did not emanate from the induced manipulation.

Table IV shows our coding for partial or complete

fulfillment of CI3 and for failure. The impact of CI3
is ensuring internal validity and a solid statement of

intention for Null Hypothesis Significance Testing

(NHST).

Table IV: Criteria for CI3. Yes = Present, No =

Absent.

Sub-criteria Success Partial Partial Partial Fail

Research Question Yes No
Hypotheses Yes No No
IVs and DVs Yes No No
Subject Assignment Yes No
Manipulation Check Yes No

H. CI4: Was there a discussion on the limita-
tions, possible confounders, biases and assumptions
made?

A discussion of the limits and boundaries of the

study, identification of possible confounding vari-

ables whose presence affect the relationship under

study, and possible assumptions made in setup, are

all valuable inputs that strengthen the validity of the

experiment. Table V shows our coding for partial

or complete fulfillment of CI4 and for failure. The

impact of CI4 is transparency of validity and other

possible explanations for the stated causal relations.

Table V: Criteria for CI4. Yes = Present, No =

Absent.

Sub-criteria Success Partial Partial Partial Fail

Research Limitations Yes No No
Confounders Yes No No
Biases (sampling) Yes No No

I. CI5: Was the result reported in the APA style?
Reporting standards provide a degree of com-

prehensiveness in the information that is reported

for empirical investigations. Uniform reporting stan-

dards make it easier to generalize within and across

fields, to understand implications of individual stud-

ies and to allow for techniques of meta-analysis.

Comprehensive reporting also supports decision

makers in policy and practice towards understand-

ing how the research was conducted [3]. We elect to

ask for the reporting recommendations of the Amer-

ican Psychology Association (APA) [3] as quality

standard. The APA provides specific guidelines for

reporting statistical results [3]. Table VI shows our

coding for partial or complete fulfillment of CI5
and for failure. The impact of fulfilling CI5 is

a standardized form of reporting as a driver for

research quality, reuse and reproducibility.

Table VI: Criteria for CI5. Yes = Present, No =

Absent.

Sub-criteria Success Partial Fail

APA guidelines for all results Yes No
APA guidelines for some results Yes No

J. CI6: Did the result statement include test statis-
tic and p-value?

This CI supports reproducibility of the analysis

and foundations for research evidence and quality.
Table VII shows our coding for partial or com-

plete fulfillment of CI6 and for failure. The impact

of CI6 is foundation for post-hoc analysis and

multiple-comparisons corrections.

Table VII: Criteria for CI6. Yes = Present, No =

Absent.

Sub-criteria Success Partial Fail

Actual p− value reported Yes No No
Test-statistics reported Yes Yes No
Mean & standard Dev. reported Yes

K. CI7: Were significance level α and test statistics
properties and assumptions appropriately stated ?

To ascertain whether the statistical analyses were

correctly employed on the data, statistical assump-



tions need to be made explicit in reporting. For

example, the assumptions for parametric tests, in

general, are normally distributed data, homogeneity

of variance, interval data and independence [14].

Example for test properties is “one-tailed” or “two-

tailed”. Table VIII shows our coding for partial

or complete fulfillment of CI7 and for failure.

The impact of CI7 is proof of appropriateness and

correct deployment of the statistical methods used.

Table VIII: Criteria for CI7. Yes = Present, No =

Absent.

Sub-criteria Success Partial Partial Partial Fail

Significance level Yes No No
Test assumptions Yes No No
Test Properties Yes No No

L. CI8: Were the appropriate the effect sizes and
confidence intervals (CI) reported?

An effect that is statistically significant is not

necessarily scientifically significant or important,

where the importance of an effect is linked to the

magnitude of the effect [15]. In addition, the APA

makes reporting of confidence intervals a minimum

standard.

Kirk [16] and Cumming [17] debated that the

current research practice of exclusive focusing on

a dichotomous reject-nonreject decision strategy of

null hypothesis testing that can impeded scientific

progress. Rather, they posit, the focus should be

on the magnitude of effects, that is the practical

significance of effects and the steady accumulation

of knowledge. They advise to switch from the

much disputed NHST to effect sizes, estimation and

cumulation of evidence. In the estimation approach

to inferential statistics, the effect size (ES) provides

a point estimate of support in the population while

the confidence interval (CI) provides the interval

estimate, whose length indicates the precision of

estimation. The 95% CI provides confidence that

the true value of support in the population lies in

the interval estimate. A short CI points to a small

margin of error and a relatively precise estimate that

the point estimate is likely close to the population

value whereas a long CI means a large margin of

error and low precision.

This approach is also supported by the APA

guidelines [3], that states that “estimates of ap-

propriate effect sizes and confidence intervals are

the minimum expectations.” That implies to make

effects and coefficients of regressions available.

CI8 includes that the effect sizes are reported in

a easily interpretably form. Table IX shows our

coding for partial or complete fulfillment of CI8
and for failure. The impact of CI8 is parameter

estimation as robust report of effect magnitude and

foundation for meta-analysis and cummulation of

knowledge.

Table IX: Criteria for CI8. Yes = Present, No =

Absent.

Sub-criteria Success Partial Partial Fail

Effect sizes for all results Yes
Effect sizes for some results Yes No
Confidence intervals Yes Yes No

M. CI9: Was the significance and hypothesis testing
decision interpreted correctly and put in context of
effect size and sample size/power?

Nickerson [13] offers a comprehensive overview

of the controversies around Null Hypothesis Sig-
nificance Testing (NHST), while Maxwell and De-

laney [18, p.48] and Goodman [19] point to p-

Value misconceptions and Ioannidis [20] argues

“why most published research findings are false.”

The misconceptions around NHST include the be-

liefs that [13]

• p is the probability that the hypothesis is true

and 1 − p the probability that the alternative

hypothesis is true,

• a small p is evidence that the results are

replicable,

• a small value of p means a treatment effect of

large magnitude,

• statistical significance means theoretical or

practical significance,

• alpha is the probability that a Type I error will

be made,

• beta is taken to mean the probability that the

null hypothesis is false,

• failing to reject the null hypothesis is equiva-

lent to demonstrating it to be true,



• failure to reject the null hypothesis is evidence

of a failed experiment

In addition, Ioannidis presents some corollaries

supporting the argument of why most published

research are false [20]

• the smaller the sample size of the study,

• the smaller the effect size,

• the greater the tested relationships and the

lesser the selection of tested relationship,

• the greater the flexibility in design and analyt-

ical modes,

• the greater the financial interests,

• the hotter the scientific field,

the less likely the research findings are true.

CI9 asks for correctness in how statements on

statistical significance are expressed and what con-

clusions are drawn from the statement. This in-

cludes Cohen’s creed [15] that significance needs

to to be considered vis-à-vis of sample size and

power of the experiment.

N. Quantitative Analysis

The quantitative analysis aims primarily at evalu-

ating effect sizes and 95% confidence intervals inde-

pendently. We focus on effect sizes from parametric

tests, that is, mostly differences between mean in

normally distributed data. We choose Hedges’ g as

effect size metric for standardized mean differences

as an unbiased effect size favored in meta analysis.

We note that only a minority of papers report effect

sizes explicitly and only 46% reported sufficient

data to infer Hedges’ g.

We depict the analysis workflow in Figure 4.

The first stage involves coding the papers and their

properties in NVivo. This coding involves the spec-

ification of samples, effect sizes and relations tested

as well as properties, such as the use of an MTurk

sample and the correction for multiple comparisons.

Papers that are based on non-parametric tests or do

not give sufficient information to obtain Hedges’ g
are discarded at this stage.

The data used to compute effect sizes and confi-

dence intervals thereon is then transferred to R for

the quantitative analysis, using packages meant for

meta-analysis (metafor) and parameter estimation

(MBESS).

Figure 4: Workflow of the quantitative analysis

towards effect sizes, power, and confidence.

We then compute

• standardized mean differences (Hedges’ g),

• the post-hoc power at a significance level α =
.05,

• the 95% confidence interval on the effect size,

• the corresponding margin of error, as well as

• the margin of error with a per-study Bonferroni

correction.

To compute this Bonferroni correction, we count the

number of parametric comparisons made within a

study and adjust the study’s significance level α by

the number of comparisons.

IV. RESULTS

A. General

a) Security Research Theme: We found that

32 of the 112 articles addressed privacy research

whereas 26 were on password authentication. The

rest of the articles were spread across a variety

of security themes with smartphone security and

warning and dialogs taking the next chunks, each

with a count of 7.

b) Publication Venue: From the 112 articles,

we found that 76 were from SOUPS (making 68%),

and the rest spread across the different venues as

shown in Table X.

B. Completeness Indicators

For the Completeness Indicator evaluation, we

analyzed the 112 articles, making a total of 134



Table X: # Articles reviewed by publication venue

Venue N

Learning from Authoritative Security Experiments Results (LASER) 02
Workshop on the Economic of Information Security (WEIS) 01
Usable Security (USEC) 04
ACM Transactions on Information and System Security (TISSEC) 02
Symposium on Usable Privacy & Security 76
Privacy Enhancing Technologies Symposium (PETS) 08
IEEE Symposium on Security & Privacy (IEEE S&P) 01
IEEE Transactions on Dependable & Secure Computing (TDSC) 03
USENIX Security 08
ACM Conference on Computer and Communications Security (CCS) 07

studies. Figure 5 shows an overall view of the

results.
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Figure 5: Evaluation results across CIs.

1) QI1 - Upstream Replication: We found that

74% of the studies did not replicate an existing

measurement method nor a whole study whereas

21% did and 5% adapted an existing method, as

depicted in Figure 6.

QI1

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Evaluation fail partial success

Figure 6: Evaluation results for CI1.

2) QI2 - Research Reproducibility: To enable a

research study to be reproduced in the future, we

evaluated for correct reporting of manipulation ap-

paratus, measurement apparatus, detailed procedure,

sample size, demographics, sampling and recruit-

ment method. We found that 20% of the studies was

not documented enough to enable reproducibility,

78% did while 2% was not complete, as in Figure 7.

QI2
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Figure 7: Evaluation results for CI2.

3) QI3 - Internal Validity - Operationalization
of Hypotheses: We asked whether the studies de-

scribed are internally valid by examining whether

they specified Research Questions, null and alterna-

tive hypotheses, Independent Variables, Dependent

Variables, subject assignment method and manipu-

lation checks. Based on the information provided in

the articles, we found that for 26% of the articles,

there was not enough information to support the

validity of the study while 24% were clearly valid,

and 50% only partially, as in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Evaluation results for CI3.

4) QI4 - Limitations: Another aspect of evaluat-

ing validity of the studies is through an assessment

of the biases, confounders and limitations of the

study. We found that 48% did not provide a discus-

sion of the limitations of the study, while 18% did

and 34% not covering all the components of this

CI, as shown in Figure 9.

QI4
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Figure 9: Evaluation results for CI4.



5) QI5 - Standard Reporting: We evaluated

whether the studies reported their results according

to the APA guidelines [3]. we found that only

13% of the studies did so completely, while 16%
provided standard reports for some results only and

71% did not adhere to standard reporting guidelines.

See Figure 10 for a depiction.
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Figure 10: Evaluation results for CI5.

6) QI6 - Test Statistic & p-value: We found

that 31% of the studies reported the actual p-

value, the test-statistics and the means and standard

deviations. 62% provided the test statistic without

the actual p-value and 8% failed to report either of

them, as shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Evaluation results for CI6.

7) QI7 - Alpha level, test assumptions and prop-
erties: We found that 75% of the studies failed to

provide the complete set of sub-criteria for this CI,
that is they either missed out on significance level,

test assumptions or test properties. Only 6% of the

studies provided the complete set, while 19% failed

completely. See Figure 12 for a depiction.
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Figure 12: Evaluation results for CI7.

8) QI8 - Effect Size & Confidence Intervals: We

found that only 1% of the studies provided effect

sizes for all results and their confidence intervals.

20% reported either effect sizes for some results

or confidence intervals only, while 79% did not

provide effect sizes nor confidence intervals, as

shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Evaluation results for CI8.

9) QI9 - NHST interpretation: We found that

only 1% of the studies provided a correct p-value

interpretation, a-priori sample specification, Type-I

error correction, specification of null and alternative

hypotheses and population specification. 35% pro-

vided only p-value interpretation and either of Type

I error correction or the alternative hypotheses. 64%
failed this CI by providing only the p-value. See

Figure 14 for a depiction.
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Figure 14: Evaluation results for CI9.

C. Quantitative Analysis

In the quantitative analysis we focused on papers,

which used parametric statistics and for which

we could derive the standard mean difference in

Hedges’ g from the data presented in the paper

(e.g., means and standard differences). In this part

we considered 19 papers, which fulfilled both con-

straints.

The given n = 19 papers made comparisons on

277 relations in total, 148 comparisons with a non-

trivial effect size in Hedges’ g > 0.2.
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Figure 15: Density of observed effect sizes (based

on 277 mean differences from n = 19 papers).

1) Effect Sizes: We computed the point esti-

mates for all comparisons made in the selected

sub-sample. As adequate point estimate for meta-

analysis on studies with differences between means,

we selected Hedges’ g. This standard mean dif-

ference bears the advantage that it is an unbiased

effect size. Figure 15 shows the distribution of effect

sizes in a density plot overlaid on a histogram. As

a rule-of-thumb guidance, we denote areas of the

distribution that are considered “trivial,” “small,”

“medium,” or “large” by Cohen’s classification.

47% of the effects in observed relations were

trivial, 33% were small, 13% were medium, 8%
were large. Of all relations considered in the n = 19
studies, 60% were not statistically significant (with-

out correction for multiple comparisons made). Of

the 112(40%) statistically significant effects in the

sample, 59% had a small magnitude, 21% had a

medium magnitude, 20% had a large magnitude.

2) Statistical Power: Given the effect sizes ob-

served and the sample sizes of the respective stud-

ies, we gain an estimate on the post-hoc statistical

power of the studies. We visualize the power distri-

bution over all comparisons made of the respective

studies in Figure 16. The usual recommendation for

sufficient statistical power is 1− β = 80%.

Of all the relations investigated by the selected

sample, 38% had negligible power (1− β < 20%),

21% had a small post-hoc power (20% ≤ 1− β <
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Figure 16: Density of observed power (based on

277 mean differences from n = 19 studies).

50%), 12% had medium power (1−β < 80%), 29%
had sufficient power (1− β ≥ 80%).

3) Confidence and Margins of Error: We con-

sidered two kinds of 95% confidence intervals on

the effect sizes (Hedges’ g): the primary confidence

interval is on the effect size without corrections.

The second confidence interval considers the the

per-study number of comparisons and employs a

Bonferroni correction on the confidence interval,

even if the authors of the respective study did not

correct for multiple comparisons made.

From the confidence intervals, derive the margin

of error (half the length of the confidence interval).

We display the distribution of margins of error in

percent of the corresponding Hedges’ g in Fig-

ure 17, where we restrict the visualization to effects

of Hedges’ g > 0.2.

Subfigure 17a shows the margins of error without

correction of multiple comparisons. This view is the

most optimistic view on the margins of error for

the comparisons made. In this case, most common

margin of error is 60%. If we were to consider

an effect of 1 SD standardized mean difference,

Hedges’ g = 1 ± 60%, the 95% CI would be

[0.4, 1.6].
Subfigure 17b adjusts the confidence intervals

and corresponding margins of error with a per-study

Bonferroni correction. Under per-study Bonferroni

correction, only 16% of the comparisons made

are still statistically significant (compared to 40%



without correction).

V. DISCUSSION

A. There Is a replication crisis.

From CI1 and CI2, we observe that there is a

replication crisis in the research area of human

factors of cyber-security. While a large portion

(78%) of the studies reviewed provided enough

details to enable future reproduction, only 21%

replicated existing methods, that is measurements

and manipulations that have previously been tested

by others.

There was only 1 reported replication of an exist-

ing study with small enhancements. In consequence,

similar to replication crises previously observed in

other research fields such as psychology [20], cyber-

security research is currently facing such a problem.

Without replication, it is rare, if ever, possible to

determine if the findings of a single study is defini-

tive. Close replications often provide additional

evidence which with meta-analyses contribute more

precise estimates [17]. Studies that keep some orig-

inal features and vary others can also offer a con-

verging perspective. In addition, scientific claims

gain credence when their supporting evidence can

be replicated [9]. Therefore, to benefit from research

evidence that have the potential to influence policy

and practice, the cyber-security research commu-

nity ought to encourage and perhaps even provide

incentives for research replications.

B. Internal validity need to be called in question.

Validity refers to the best possible approximation

to the truth and falsity of propositions [21]. Hence

validity ensures an argument is logically correct,

sound and flawlessly reasoned. Internal validity

refers to the truth that can be assigned to the

conclusion that a cause-effect relationship between

an IV and a DV has been established [11]. From

CI3, we observe that only 24% of the studies

specified hypotheses, operationalized into variables

hence enabling evaluation of the internal validity

of the study. Therefore, while experts in cyber-

security experimentation postulate that we need to

ensure that measurements are dependable and error-

free [5], the observations of the current SLR point

to a problem in the field. For example, a critical

form of error in experiment designs is the confound

– where the value of a variable is confounded or

influenced by the value of another. We observe

from CI4, that only 18% of the studies provided a

discussion of limitations, with a smaller percentage

addressing confounders.

The problems emerging from such low assurance

is whether the researchers can rely on the results,

where the possibility to ’stand on the shoulders of

giants’ and contribute to the progress of scientific

knowledge in cyber-security is impeded.

C. The field would benefit from standardized statis-
tical reporting.

Standardized reporting provides a degree of com-

prehensiveness in the reported information, makes

it easier to generalize within and across fields, to

understand the implications of individual studies

and to allow for meta-analysis that in turn supports

scientific credibility [3]. We observed that only

13% of studies adhered to the APA guidelines

CI5, 31% reported on the actual p-value (CI6)

and 6% provided statistical test assumptions and

properties (CI7). As additional evidence, we found

that only 19 of the 146 articles were eligible for

meta-analysis, that is provided enough information

to determine effect sizes and statistical power.

D. Reliance on p-value.

Effect size estimate provide an indication of the

magnitude of the observed effect [15], [22], hence

helping to distinguish between effects that are trivial

or negligible from effects that are likely making

a difference in real-world applications. Confidence

intervals provide an interval estimate that the true

value of the population effect size lies in the es-

timated interval [4]. From CI8, we observe that

only 1% of the studies provided effect sizes and

confidence intervals for all their results. Hence

we observe a reliance on significant p-values, an

approach already much disputed in literature [20],

[19], [4]. From CI9, we also observe that only

1% of the studies provided enough information to

ascertain correct evaluation of hypotheses.
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(b) With per-study Bonferroni correction.

Figure 17: Margin of errors on effect sizes without and with per-study Bonferroni correction (based on

148 mean differences with effect sizes Hedges g > 0.2). The distributions are plotted on the same scale,

where the dashed red line denotes the uncorrected distribution.

E. Small observed effect sizes.

We perceive that the majority of effects reported

as statistically significant in quantitative sub-sample

of n = 19 papers had small effects (59%). Even

though these effects are statistically significant, they

might not be practically relevant or scientifically

significant.

This observation is made vis-à-vis of a low rate of

explicitly reporting effect sizes at all (8%) or having

sufficient data in the paper to derive standardized

effect sizes for subsequent meta-analysis.

We find that evidence-based papers on user stud-

ies in security and privacy are largely focused on

reporting statistically significant results, ignoring

parameter and interval estimation. This is trouble-

some news, especially, considering that many of the

effects reported as significant are actually small.

From these observations, we strongly recommend

to authors and program committees alike to adopt

parameter and interval estimation [17], that is, to

report standardized effect sizes and confidence in-

tervals on them. We recommend to use unbiased

effect sizes that are not easily derived from other

data, such as t-values.

F. Observed power.

From the quantitative sub-sample (n = 19), we

observe that less than one third of the comparisons

were made at adequate power by rule-of-thumb

considerations (1 − β ≥ 80%). By and large,

the majority of studies investigated seemed under-

powered, with the notable exception of studies with

larger samples drawn from Amazon Mechanical

Turk (AMT).

While the low power means in first instance that

the change of Type II errors is greater (rejecting the

alternative hypothesis, when it is true in reality),

the low power has further consequences. Specifi-

cally, the Positive Predictive Value (PPV) [20] will

be lower, which means that the reported results

are more likely false positives. Conversely, the

studies are less likely to achieve noteworthiness

(PPV ≥ 80%) [23]. Hence, in addition to reducing

the likelihood of finding our about real effects, the

studies’ outcomes are also less trustworthy.

We recommend for evidence-based user studies

in security to assure adequate power, by either con-

ducting an a priori power analysis [22] or by going

a step further in endorsing Accuracy in Parameter

Estimation (AIPE) [24]. With such methods, the

experimenters need to obtain a sound estimate on

the effect sizes during the design phase (either from



the literature or pre-tests) and compute required

adequate sample sizes from them.

G. Margins of error.

Even without correction for multiple compar-

isons, the most common margin of error on effects

observed was 60%. Hence, such studies could only

offer an interval estimate (95% Confidence Interval)

on their respective effect size in Hedges’ g ± 60%.

Hence, we observe that, generally, the studies in

the quantitative sub-sample (n = 19) were not able

to yield a tight confidence interval on the effects

observed. In turn, this means we have little certainty

on how large the effect in the population might be.

Under the consideration of per-study corrections

for multiple comparisons, the margins of errors are

considerably greater, calling the results further into

question.

First, it is important to raise awareness in the

community that statistically significant effects do

not necessarily also mean reliable effects. The Ac-

curacy in Parameter Estimation (AIPE) [24] men-

tioned previously offers assurances that a study

will be adequately powered to gain tight confidence

intervals at sufficient confidence.

H. Limitations

a) Completeness Indicators and Qualitative
Coding.: The completeness indicators defined in

the codebook [2] have a limited scope. While they

aim at ascertaining up- and downstream replication,

reporting supporting internal validity and adhering

to standards, as well as aspects of quantitative

reporting, they are take largely syntactic snapshots

of the studies in question. We stress that such

indicators only capture face validity and do not

penetrate the inner argument of the studies deeply.

Ideally such indicators would be comple-

mented with well-evidenced codebooks for random-

controlled trials [25] (e.g. the well-known Jadad

scale.) or auxiliary reporting spearheaded in open

science (e.g., pre-registrations, published materials

and detailed study protocols, account for all tests

computed).

b) Generalizability.: This study focuses on

user studies in cyber security from 2006–2016.

We found that the search on Google Scholar was

somewhat hit-and-miss: A number of papers found

were not actually user studies. We need to assume

that, similarly, the search missed studies that would

have been considered valid for inclusion.

In the included sample itself we also found a

cross-section of different types of papers, most

notably studies who focused on human factors/user

studies as main line of inquiry and studies who had

a small user study tagged on, outside of the primary

line of inquiry of the study.

This may make for a faithful representation of the

situation in the field, at the same time, we believe

the generalizability of the SLR to be limited due to

the properties of the sample.

c) Quantitative Results.: We note that the

quantitative analysis considered observed, that is,

post-hoc, effect sizes, their confidence intervals

and power. Post-hoc power is redundant with the

reporting on p-values itself.

We are aware that the post-hoc analysis could fall

for flukes and overestimate effect sizes and power

alike. The reason for that is that low-power studies

are also more likely to report false positive results

and over-estimated effect sizes, which in turn foils

the post-hoc power analysis to over-estimate the

power achieved. Furthermore, the post-hoc power

analysis does not account for power lost due to

decisions made by the authors during their study.

In spite of the uncertainty introduced by the post-

hoc estimation, we believe the analysis still offers a

glimpse at the power situation found in the studies.

VI. CONCLUSION

We provide a first systematic review of cyber-

security user studies. It offers a wealth of insights

in the state-of-play of the field as well as pointers

on how to improve the situation.

We offered evidence that few of the studies build

on validated tools or replicate existing methods. We

consider that a replication crisis as such studies

are unlikely to be replicable. We saw challenges

in accepting face internal validity and concluded

that the field would strongly benefit from reporting



standards. Overall the effects observed were small,

often too small to have a practical effect, stressing

the importance of ascertaining the magnitude of the

effects, not just significance.
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VII. APPENDIX: SLR SAMPLE

AcqGro2006 - Imagined Communities Awareness Information Sharing and Privacy on Facebook - PETS 2006
AdAcBr2013 - Sleights of Privacy Framing disclosures and the limits of transparency - SOUPS 2013
AfBrGr2012 - Detecting Hoaxes Frauds and Deception in Writing Style Online - IEEE S&P 2012
AfCaSt2014 - Doppelganger Finder Taking Stylometry to the Underground - IEEE S&P 2014
AgShJa2013 - Do not embarass Re-examining user concerns for online tracking and advertising - SOUPS 2013
AhmIss2007 - A New Biometric Technology Based on Mouse Dynamics - IEEE TDSC 2007
AkhPor2013 - Alice in warningland a large-scale field study of browser security warning effectiveness - USENIX
2013
AlbMai2015 - Evaluating the Effectiveness of Using Hints for Autobiographical Authentication A field Study -
SOUPS 2015
AlFaWr2015 - The Impact of Cues and User Interaction on the Memorability of System Assigned Recognition-Based
Graphical Passwords - SOUPS 2015
AlPoRe2014 - Your Reputation Precedes You History Reputation and the Chrome Malware Warning - SOUPS 2014
AngOrt2015 - WTH Experiences Reactions and Expectations Related to Online Privacy Panic Situations - SOUPS
2015
AtBoHe2015 - Leading Johnny to Water Designing for Usability and Trust - SOUPS 2015
BaMaLi2014 - The Privacy and Security Behaviors of Smartphone App Developers - USEC 2014
BeGiKr2015 - User Acceptance Factors for Anonymous Credentials - WEIS 2015
BeLoSi2007 - Establishing Darknet Connections An evaluation of Usability and Security - SOUPS 2007
BelShe2016 - Crowdsourcing for Context Regarding Privacy in Beacon Encounters via Contextual Integrity - PETS
2016
BenRei2013 - Should users be informed On risk-perception between Android and iPhone users - SOUPS 2013
BeWaLi2010 - The Impact of Social Navigation on Privacy Policy Configuration - SOUPS 2010
BiCoIn2015 - What the App is That Deception and Countermeasures in the Android User Interface - IEEE S&P
2015
BonSch2014 - Towards reliable storage of 56-bit secrets in human memory - USENIX 2014
BoSaRe2012 - Neuroscience Meets Cryptography Designing Crypto Primitives Secure Against Rubber Hose Attacks
- USENIX 2012
BrCrDo2013 - Your Attention Please - Designing security-decision UIs to make genuine risks harder to ignore -
SOUPS 2013
BrCrKo2014 - Harder to Ignore - Revisiting Pop-up Fatigue and Approaches to Prevent it - SOUPS 2014
BrGrSt2011 - Indirect content privacy surveys - measuring privacy without asking about it - SOUPS 2011
BruVil2007 - Improving Security Decisions with Polymorphic and Audited Dialogs - SOUPS 2007
BrViDj2008 - Evaluating the Usability of Usage Controls in Electronic Collaboration - SOUPS 2008
BuBeFa2010 - How good are Humans at Solving CAPTCHAs - A Large Scale Evaluation - IEEE S&P 2010
BuBePa2011 - The failure of Noise-Based Non-Continuous Audio Captchas - IEEE S&P 2011
BuWoVo2014 - Introducing Precautionary Behavior by Temporal Diversion of Voter Attention from Casting to
Verifying their Vote - USEC 2014
CaMiVa2016 - Hidden Voice Commands - USENIX 2016
CaoIve2006 - Intentional Access Management - Making Access Control Usage for End-Users - SOUPS 2006
ChBiOr2007 - A second look at the usability of click-based graphical passwords - SOUPS 2007
ChBoKa2014 - On the Effectiveness of Obfuscation Techniques in Online Social Networks - PETS 2014
ChChBa2015 - You shouldnt collect my secrets - Thwarting sensitive keystroke leakage in mobile IME apps -
USENIX 2015
ChMuAs2015 - On the impact of touch id on iphone passcodes - SOUPS 2015
ChObSt2009 - Sanitizations slippery slope- the design and study of a text revision assistant - SOUPS 2009
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